When George Brown arrived at Turnberry two years ago from Broom Park in Kent, he was faced with the situation of taking over a championship course which needed an equipment update.

The new owners – NITTO KOGYO of Tokyo were positive in their forward planning. Turnberry had to be, and remain, a major course and a continuing venue for the Open Championship. Budget plans were agreed and a schedule of investment drawn up to meet the new owners' commitment to the future of golf in Scotland.

Included in the schedule of investment was a requirement for two new tractors. After looking at all available tractors and many years of practical experience, George was convinced that the ideal golf course tractor was in the 30-35hp mark, four-wheel drive, power steering and low PSI.

At SCOTSTURF '87 at Ingliston, George took the opportunity to take a close look at various tractors on the market. Attracted to the overall package Kubota had to offer, an appraisal was made of the Company, its product range, and Dealer backup. Subsequently, a demonstration was arranged at Turnberry of Kubota products suitable for the course requirements.

These demonstrations led to the purchase of two Kubota L2850 tractors, one fitted with a backhoe and loader.

---

**AGRIMASTER® & AGRICROP®**

**Liquid Growth Stimulants**

**TIP THE SCALES IN YOUR FAVOUR**

Two invaluable ingredients in one container!
Farmyard manure PLUS seaweed make the perfect foliar spray for fairways, greens, sports & recreation grounds and all amenity purposes.

- **ENCOURAGES ROBUST, EVEN TOP GROWTH**
- **TAKES UP LESS STORAGE SPACE**
- **LOWER OUTLAY**
- **IMPROVES ROOT STRUCTURE**
- **HIGHER NUTRIENT VALUES**
- **LABOUR SAVING**

**2 GALLONS PER ACRE**

6 PINTS (3.4 LITRES) TREATS 1800 SQUARE YARDS

**AGRIMASTER®** is a 100% organic formulation of manure and seaweed containing N[8.8%]PK, growth stimulants and a range of trace elements, all of natural origin.

**AGRICROP®** has similar ingredients but with added nitrogen [19.5%]. Both products are available with extra iron.

**AGRIMASTER**

ORGANIC FERTILIZERS LTD
BLUE ROOF FARM, THROOP ROAD, THROOP
BOURNEMOUTH, DORSET BH8 6DW
Telephone: Bournemouth (0202) 532291
Telex: 418297 GHACOM G
Telefax: 0202 5328676 Groups 2 3
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